1. There are certain types of variables that recur frequently in my work. For many of these variables, I have developed a standard encoding that I always use. The code to create standard value labels is explicit in some do-files that I routinely do, run, or include in my dataset creation do-files. These value labels cover all the possible values these variables can take. Whenever I encode one of these variables, I always explicitly use the label() option with these labels.
2. In large projects that will involve multiple datasets with overlapping variables not part of my "standard" list, whenever I use encode, I routinely follow up with a label save as an audit of that particular encoding. In later work with the same variable in other datasets, before I encode, I again do, run, or include the corresponding labeling do-file and then use the explicit label() option in the encode command. If encode finds new levels of the variable not already in the label, it adds them to the label. I follow up using label save, replace again so that my labeler do-file remains up to date.
Stata tip 99
3. So that I do not rely on my memory to know whether I have previously developed a labeling for a variable, my practice for nonroutine variables is to give the value label the same name as the variable and to name the labeler do-file using the form varname label.do. Then, when I want to encode such a variable, I precede the encode with
. capture run varname label.do
In fact, I have an ado-file that is a wrapper for encode-it handles all this for me.
Although these practices may seem cumbersome and can lead to a project directory being a bit cluttered with do-files that just generate labels, adherence to these practices has saved me from some nasty analysis errors that are hard to root out otherwise.
